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COTTON ECONOMICS

Therefore, the adopter must attempt to shorten the learning
period and manage the linear-move system intensively if the
investment is going to improve his economic well- being. Also, it
should be noted that higher power costs and greater depths of
lift will increase the financial profitability of linear -move
technology because less water is applied to the crop.
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Is Laser Leveling For Cotton Production Profitable?

Harry w. Ayer, Agricultural Economist and
N. Gene Wright, Agricultural Economist

Introduction

Laser leveling has been used in some cotton areas of Arizona for
more than 10 years. It is estimated that about half of Arizona's
cropland has been lasered - either to slope or to dead level.
Laser leveling can significantly reduce water applications on
cotton and may increase yields. But, this water saving
technology is costly, and doesn't always improve yields.
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Here we updated our former estimates of the costs and benefits of
laser leveling in Arizona (Daubert and Ayer). This update seems
appropriate because costs may have changed in the five years
since our previous study and because of recent increased interest
in laser leveling in some parts of the state. In particular,
areas which will receive CAP (Central Arizona Project) water may
now find lasering profitable because of the substantially
increased water heads provided by CAP.

Laser Leveling Benefits

Water Savings Benefits: The amount of water saving benefits will
depend upon how costly each acre -foot of water is at the field
head, and the reduction in water application once the field is
lasered. Arizona farms with expensive irrigation water will
receive the greatest benefit from laser leveling.

The effective water costs, dollars per acre inch of water to pump
or divert and deliver, varies greatly in Arizona. On farms using
wells, water cost depends on the lift, energy prices, pump
efficiency, and on -farm irrigation delivery efficiencies. The
cost of surface water varies with the user or ditch fees and
delivery efficiency. A somewhat typical cost of water on a
central Arizona farm which lifts water 575 feet using electric
power might be $40 - $70 per acre foot.

The amount of water saved depends upon the crops consumptive
water use and the change in irrigation fields efficiency after
laser leveling. Farmers who dead level their fields can increase
application efficiency from 50 -65 percent on traditional sloped
furrow systems to 85 -90 percent. Laser planing to slope improves
application efficiency from 50 -65 percent to 60 -70 percent.

Specific farm efficiency improvements will depend on initial
field efficiency, existing irrigation system, and soil texture,
but they should fall within those ranges.

For cotton, water savings from laser leveling range from about 5
to 20 acre inches per year. Consumptive use of water by cotton
in the Mesa area is 41 acre inches per year. If initial field
efficiency is 60 percent, water applications are 68 acre inches
(41 ac. in. y .60). If lasering to slope increases application
efficiency to 65 percent, applications are reduced to 63 acre
inches, a savings of 5 inches. Laser leveling to dead level may
well increase field efficiencies to 85 percent, and applications
on cotton drop to 48 acre inches, or a savings of 20 inches over
conventional furrow systems.
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Expected increases in energy prices over time can also affect
water savings benefits. Lasering becomes more profitable when
the price for energy needed to pump or divert water increases
faster than the general rate of inflation. Some areas of Arizona
may experience either a greater increase in the price of energy
or an increase in pumping costs due to declining well yields or
lift depths. For example, irrigators using low priced
electricity from federal hydroelectric sources may experience an
increase in electricity prices when long -term contracts expire in
1987. These potential energy cost increases make lasering more
profitable, and need to be reflected in calculations of
investment profitability.

Yield Increase Benefits: Lasered fields that uniformly
distribute water over the crop may increase yields. No data are
available on yield increase resulting from lasering, but
estimates of extension agents and others familiar with lasered
farms suggest that after two years cotton yields may increase
from zero to over 10 percent for laser planing to slope and zero
to 30 percent for dead leveled fields [Parsons].

Gross income per acre depends upon crop prices and yields. The
price of cotton fiber ranged from $.50 to $.75 per pound (in 1984
dollars) between 1980 and 1984. Fiber yields in 1984 varied
from 670 to 1,300 pounds per acre, depending upon the county, but
average yield for most of Arizona exceeded 1,200 pounds. Based
on these data, gross cotton income might be $832 per acre before
laser leveling and adjusted up by 0 to $250 per acre after laser
leveling.

If added yield significantly increases harvesting and ginning
costs, they should be subtracted from gross income.

Laser Leveling Costs

Investment Costs: Total investment costs may include removing
and replacing existing ditches for dead level irrigation systems,
major earth moving from high to low spots, erosion control
structures, and lasering operations.

The cost to remove old and install new ditches will depend upon
the length, location and elevation of old and new ditches.
Assuming that concrete-lined ditches cost $5 -$7 per foot (October
1985), and that the farmer replaces all ditches, ditching costs
are approximately $500 per acre. Since Arizona farmers save some
ditches, the cost of removing and adding ditches for laser -
leveled fields is often about $125 per acre.
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Custom earth movers currently charge $.45 to $.60 per cubic yard.
For a dead -level field, farmers must move from 400 to 1,000 cubic
yards per acre, depending on initial slope, while farmers who
laser plane to the existing slope may move 150 to 450 cubic yards
per acre. In addition, fields with initial grades of .6 percent
or greater require chiseling to loosen subsoil, and up to 20 tons
per acre of steer manure to replace topsoil. Chiseling costs
$100 per acre, and steer manure approximately $6 per ton.

Other first year costs for some dead -level fields (particularly
basin irrigated fields) include the installation of erosion
control structures at $900 per 10 -acre block, check gates costing
$300 each to service 20 to 40 acres, and one flume costing $350
for each farm.

The system should be engineered to minimize adverse affects on
crop yields. Depth of soil, soil texture, uniformity of soil,
soil chemistry and irrigation design should be known. If

undesirable soils are encountered in the cut areas, a costly soil
reclamation project may be needed to assure normal yields.
Careful selection of a laser leveling firm can help avoid
pitfalls.

Total initial investment costs of dead leveling can be expected
to run $400 - $600 per acre, and for lasering to slope initial
investment costs of $100 to $200 per acre are typical.

Operation and Maintenance Costs: Annual touch -up is recommended
on both lasered and non - lasered fields, but lasered fields
require special attention each three to five years. This
attention includes setting up the laser tower and planing the
field to correct any uneven spots that farming, tillage and soil
compaction may cause. The special laser touch -up costs
approximately $30 per acre.

Net Crop Revenue Foregone While Laser Leveling: Net crop revenue
foregone while lasering depends upon the crop sacrificed.
Usually, laser leveling is scheduled during the small -grain
segment of a crop rotation. Budget data indicate that in
Maricopa, Pima, Pinal and Yuma Counties, small grains returns
over variable costs are often $150 per acre. This return may be
foregone while the field is being lasered.

Machine, Labor, and Acreage Costs for Dead Leveled Fields:
Farmers who change from furrow irrigation to a basin system
generally incur added machinery costs, extra irrigation labor
costs, and acreage losses. These costs result from shorter
irrigation runs, more turnaround time for machinery on a per acre
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basis, plus additional ditches and access roads which reduce
total farmable acreage. We estimate these costs to be $35 per
acre.

Other Factors: An economic assessment of the profitability of
laser leveling muet also consider the expected life of the
project, the discount rate, the tax rate, and cost-share programs
available through the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service (ASCS). These considerations are discussed in the
Daubert Ayer publication.

Profitability

We have estimated the profitability of laser leveling under a
wide variety of assumptions. For lasering to slope, we
considered cotton yield increases of from 0 to 5 percent, real
energy cost increases of 0 to 3 percent per year (subtracting out
inflation), investment costs of $100 and $200 per acre, water
savings of 5 to 15 acre inches, and water costs of $55 per acre
foot. Under most circumstances, laser planing to slope appeared
profitable. The few cases where it appeared unprofitable was
under the assumption of low yield increase (0 to 1 percent)
combined with low water savings (only 5 acre inches per acre).

We also estimated the profitability of lasering to dead level
under a wide range of circumstance: yield increases of 0 to 14
percent, real energy cost increases of 0 to 3 percent, investment
costs of $400 and $600 per acre, water savings of 10 to 30 acre
inches per acre, and water costs of $55 per acre foot. In nearly
all cases where yields increased 10 percent or more, lasering to
dead level appeared profitable, even if investment costs were
$600 per acre. For yield increases of 5 percent or less,
lasering was profitable in most instances if investment costs
were only $400 per acre.

Of course, as water costs climb above the assumed $55 per acre
foot, laser leveling becomes more profitable.

In summary, our analysis suggests that lasering cotton fields is
profitable under many, but not all, Arizona conditions. Because
lasering is itself costly, it's important for potential users of
this technology to estimate profitability for their particular
farm.
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